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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Church-Rosser property has been shown to be very useful when 
dealing with decision problems for Thue systems. So, while in general the 
word problem for a finite Thue system is undecidable, this problem is 
decidable in linear time for a finite Thue system that is Chureh-Rosser 
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(Book, 1982). Book has devised a whole class of decision problems for 
Thue systems that are decidable in polynomial space, if the Thue system 
under consideration is monadic and Church-Rosser (Book, 1983). 
One problem to which Book's technique is not applicable is the con- 
jugacy problem, which stems from group theory where it has been 
investigated thoroughly. For Thue systems the conjugacy problem did not 
get much attention, since it is immediate from the results derived for 
groups that the conjugacy problem for finite Thue systems is undecidable 
in general. So only recently it was shown that the conjugacy problem for a 
finite special Thue system is decidable if this Thue system is Church-Rosser 
(Otto, 1984). 
In Narendran and Otto (1984) this result is extended in two ways. It is 
shown that the conjugacy problem for each finite Church-Rosser Thue 
system is in NP (more specifically, in NTIME(n)), and that for a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system that is special the conjugacy problem is trac- 
table. This situation raises the following question: What is the largest class 
of finite Church-Rosser Thue systems for which the conjugacy problems 
are tractable? More specifically we may ask: Is the conjugacy problem for 
each finite Church-Rosser Thue System tractable, or is there a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system for which the conjugacy problem is NP-com- 
plete (intractable)? The answers to these questions are still unknown. 
In this paper we deal with a generalization of the conjugacy problem, i.e., 
the uniform conjugacy problem. Fix an alphabet Z. Then the uniform con- 
jugacy problem for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems over Z, UCPz, is 
the membership roblem for the set {(S, u, v) I S a finite Church-Rosser 
Thue System over X, u, v ~ Z*, u and v are conjugate modulo S}. 
The complexity of this and of one closely related problem is investigated. 
First it is shown that all these problems are in NP, no matter which 
alphabet Z is chosen. Then by using a reduction from CNF-SAT, the set of 
satisfiable Boolean expressions in conjunctive normal form, we prove that 
UCPs is NP-complete for some specific alphabet Z of cardinality 11. Since 
the form of the letters is of no importance, this implies that UCPz is 
NP-complete for each alphabet Z of cardinality at least 11. Finally, by 
applying an encoding this result is improved to all alphabets Z of car- 
dinality at least 2. Since UCPz is tractable if Z contains a single letter only, 
we have thus determined the complexity of the uniform conjugaey problem 
for all finite alphabets. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let 27 be any finite alphabet and Z* the set of all possible strings over Z, 
including the null string 2. For a string w in Z*, Iwl denotes its length. 
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Numerical  superscripts are often used to abbreviate strings: e.g., b a means 
bbbb. 
A Thue system S is a set of pairs of strings over Z*: 
S = {(l/, ri) I i=  1,..., k}. The elements of S are called rules. We assume that 
I/i[ ~ [ri[ for all i. The Thue congruence ¢-~* defined by S is the reflexive, 
transitive closure of the relations ~s  defined as follows: if (l, r) is a rule of 
S, then for all x, y (from 22*) x ly~sxry  and xry~sx ly .  Strings x and y 
are congruent modulo S if x ~*  y. 
We write x- - 'sY  if X~s y and Ix] > ]y]. Let - , *  denote the reflexive, 
transitive closure of ~s .  The relation ~*  is referred to as a reduction. If 
x ~ ~ y then x is an ancestor of y and y is a descendant of x. A string w is 
irreducible (modulo S) if there is no y such that w -- 's Y- IRR(S)  denotes 
the set of all strings that are irreducible. If x --** y and y in IRR(S),  then y 
is called a normal form of x. 
A rule (l, r) is length-reducing if Ill > ]rl, and we often write it as ( l~  r). 
The string l is called the left-hand side of this rule, while r is the right-hand 
side. The rule (l, r) is length-preserving if Ill = ]r]. By MAXL(S)  we denote 
the longest string in a Thue system S: MAXL(S)= max{ ]lf ] 3r: (l, r )e  S}. 
Two strings x and y are said to be joinable if they have a common 
descendant. A set of pairs of words is joinable if every pair in the set is 
joinable. A Thue system S is Church-Rosser if every pair of congruent 
words is joinable. In other words, for every choice of x and y, x ~*  y 
implies that for some z, x - ,  ~ z and y -~ ~ z. It can be shown easily that in 
a Church-Rosser system every string has a unique normal  form. 
Two strings u and v are said to be left-conjugate (modulo S) (u ~ ~ v) if 
there is a string w such that uw ~*  wv. Note that this is an asymmetric 
relation. Two strings u and v are conjugate (modulo S) (u ~ s v) if u ~ s L v 
and v ~ ~ u. 
Now the decision problems we are interested in are defined. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) The uniform left-conjugacy problem for finite 
Church-Rosser Thue systems over the alphabet ZZ is the membership 
problem of the set ULCPz  = {(S, u, v) I S a finite Church-Rosser  Thue 
system over 22, u, v e X* with u ~ ~ v }. 
(b) The uniform conjugacy problem for finite Church Rosser Thue 
systems over the alphabet X is the membership roblem of the set UCPz  = 
{(S, u, v) I S a finite Church-Rosser  Thue system over ~ , u, re22* with 
U ~'~SV}. 
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3. ULCP, UCP ~ NP 
Our first goal is to show that the sets defined above are in NP, or, in 
other words, that the uniform conjugacy problems are decidable by non- 
deterministic Turing machines in polynomial time. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Book and O'Dunlaing, 1981; Kapur et al., 
1984). There is a polynomial time algorithm that for any finite list of pairs 
of strings over ,Y, decides whether this list is a Church-Rosser Thue system. 
PROPOSITION 3 (Book, 1982). There is a polynomial time algorithm that 
for any finite Church-Rosser Thue system S over X and a string u ~ S* 
determines the normal form of u modulo S. 
Proof The reduction algorithm given in Book (1982) is linear in lu[, 
but polynomial in the size of S. I 
PROPOSITION 4 (Narendran and Otto, 1984). Let S be a finite Church- 
Rosser Thue system over S, and let u, v ~ S*. Then u ~ ~ v if and only if there 
is a string wES*  satisfying [w[<<.2"MAXL(S)'max{]ul, lv[} and 
UW ~'-~ WV. 
Together these three propositions give 
THEOREM 5. The set ULCPx is in NP. 
Proof Let S= {(li, ri) l i= 1,..., k} be a finite list of pairs of strings over 









input (S, u, v); 
if "S is a Church-Rosser Thue system over Z ~' then 
begin q := 2' MAXL(S)' max{ lul, Ivl }; 
guess a string w~S* with Iwl ~<q; 
reduce uw to its normal form x: 
reduce wv to its normal form y; 
if x -- y then accept; 
end 
end. 
According to Proposition 4, P accepts exactly the set ULCP x. The test 
in (2) is performed in polynomial time by Proposition 2, (3) is performed 
in polynomial time, (4) is performed non-deterministically in polynomial 
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time, (5) and (6) are performed in polynomial time by Proposition 3, and 
(7) is performed in polynomial time. Thus ULCPr  e NP. | 
COROLLARY 6. UCPz ~ NP. 
Proof Obvious from Theorem 5, since (S, u, v) ~ UCPz if and only if 
(S, u, v)e UCLPz and (S, v, u)~ UCLPz. | 
4. UCLP Is NP-HARD 
So far we have seen that no matter which alphabet _r we choose both of 
the uniform conjugacy problems for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems 
over Z are in NP. However, if the alphabet 27 contains a single letter only, 
then both these problems are in P, i.e., they are decidable by deterministic 
Turing machines in polynomial time. This follows from the proof of 
Theorem 5, since when S is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system over 
Z = {a}, then uv ~ vu for all u, v ~ Z*. Therefore w = a q can be chosen in 
line (4) of the procedure P thus eliminating all the non-determination. 
Hence in order to prove the NP-completeness of these uniform conjugacy 
problems we fix the alphabet Z considered to be 27 = 270 w {d}, where 27o = 
{(, ), T, F, :=, +, ~,  x, 1, 0}. 
DEFINITION 7. CNF-SAT= {Boolean expressions in conjunctive nor- 
mal form that are satisfiable } c {(, ), +, 7 ,  x, 1, 0 }*. Here the variable xi 
is coded as x bin(i), where bin(i) is the binary representation f the number 
i and the literal ~ is coded as 7x  bin(i). 
PROPOSITION 8 (Cook, 1971). CNF-SAT is NP-complete. 
Now CNF-SAT is reduced to ULCPr0 thus proving the NP-com- 
pleteness of UCLPz0. 
LEMMA 9. CNF-SA T ~ Pm ULCPzo. 
Proof. Let E= (CI)(C2)..'(Cm) be a Boolean expression i  conjunctive 
normal form with m clauses and n variables. We may assume that the 
variables of E are xl ..... xn. Define the string u to be 
(nC1) n ("C2) . . . .  ("Cm) n, where (~ and )n denote strings of n left and right 
parentheses, and define the system S to contain the following sets of rules: 
(iCj)ixbin(i) := T~xb in( i )  := T(i-1) i-1 if clause Cj contains 
the literal xi; 
(iCj)ixbin(i):= T--,xbin(i):= T( i 1Cj)i-~ if clause Cjdoes not 
contain the literal xi; 
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(~Cj) i x bin(i) := F --* x bin(i) := F( ~- 1)i- 1 
(~Ci)~x bin(i) := F --* x bin(i) := F( i -  ICj) i -1 
(i)~ x bin(i) := T~ x bin( i ) '= T( i- 1)i- 1 
( i ) i xb in ( i ) :=  F~xb in( i ) :=  F( i 1)i-1 
The system S and the string u can easily 
polynomial time. 
if clause Cj contains 
the literal ~;  
if clause (71. does not 
contain the literal ~,.; 
for l~<i~<n-1;  
for l <~i<~n-1. 
be constructed from E in 
The fact that S is Church-Rosser follows from the observation that each 
rule in S is length-reducing and that there is no overlap between left-hand 
sides, i.e., there are no two left-hand sides such that a prefix of one is a suf- 
fix of the other or that one is a substring of the other. 
We now proceed to show that u ~s  c2 if and only if the Boolean 
expression E is satisfiable. If E is satisfiable by an assignment (x 1,..., x,) = 
(b~,...,b,) of truth values b i~{T,F}  to its variables xi, l<~i<~n, then 
uw ~*  w holds for the string w = x bin(n) := bn ' "x  bin(l) :=  b 1 . This can 
be verified by inspection of S and u. Conversely, if uw ~*  w holds for some 
string w then the Boolean expression E is satisfiable as follows. We may 
assume that w is irreducible. The string u is irreducible as well and con- 
sequently for uw to be reducible (to w) some rule of S must be applicable 
to a substring of uw that straddles the boundary between u and w. Inspec- 
tion of u and S shows that this is possible only if w is of the form 
x bin(n) :=  b n W t for some b, ~ { T, F}. Reducing the substring 
ux bin(n) := b, of uw to its normal form shows that 
uw ~ xbin(n) := bn( ~ 1C'1)n-1"" (~-1C')~-1 w', 
where each C), 1 <~ j <~ m, is either Cj, which is the case if the assignment 
x, = bn does not satisfy clause Cj; or C) is the empty string, which is the 
case if the assignment xn = b, does satisfy clause Cj. Proceeding inductively 
we conclude that w must be of the form x bin(n) := b, . . . x  bin(l) := bl w" 
and that reducing the substring uxb in(n) := b,"  "x b in( l ) := bl of uw to 
its normal form shows that 
uw ~ x b in (n) :=b, ' "xb in (1) := bl C~ " " C~,w", 
where each Cj', 1 ~< j ~< m, is either Cj, which is the case if the assignment 
(x~,..., xn)= (bl ,..., bn) does not satisfy clause Cj; or Cj' is the empty string, 
which is the case if the assignment (Xm ..... xn) = (b~ ..... bn) does satisfy clause 
Cj. The string x bin(n) :=  bn..'x bin(l) "= h ick ' " "  CroW" is irreducible, 
since w" is irreducible (being a substring of w) and since x bin(n) := b, , '"  
x bin(l) := bl Ci' • '" C~, does not contain any perentheses. By uniqueness of 
normal forms, we have 
643/63/1/2-5 
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w=xbin(n)  '= bn. . .x  bin(l) :=  biG;'" C~nW" 
=x bin(n):= b , ' "xb in (1) := blw". 
Consequently, every Cj', 1 <<. j <~ m, is the empty string, which implies that 
the assignment (xl,..., x,) = (bl,..., bn) satisfies every clause Cj of E. | 
From this lemma we can easily derive 
THEOREM 10. ULCPz  is NP-complete. 
In fact we have also proved that ULCPz remains NP-complete ven 
when restricted to instances of the form (S, u, 5 0. It remains to prove the 
NP-completeness of UCPz. Let S be a finite Thue system over L7 o. Define 
S~ = S• {(da, d) I a e So}. Then S1 is a finite Thue system easily obtainable 
from S. 
Let (al, r) e S. Then 
dal ~ dr 
l 1" 
dl *~ d. 
and so S~ is Church Rosser if and only if S is Church-Rosser. 
LEMMA 11. Let S be a finite Church-Rosser Thue system over -to, and 
let $1 be constructed from S as above. Then for all u E S~ u ~ & 2 if and only 
i f  u 
Proof Let u e Xg. Then, u ~ s~ 2: 
if and only if 3wl, w2eN*: uwl ~ wl and W2U ~-+S~I W2, 
if and only if 3w e S*: uw ~*~ w, since du *--,~ d, 
if and only if 3w e _r*: uw ~'1  w, because of the form of the rules of S~ 
containing the letter d, 
if and only if 3w e X*: uw ~--* w 
if and only i fu~}2.  I 
Together with the proof of Lemma9 this implies that CNF- 
SAT ~< Pm UCPz. Thus, since UCPr  e NP by Corollary 6, 
THEOREM 12. UCPz is NP-complete. 
Note that here again we have proved also that UCP remains NP-com- 
plete even when restricted to instances of the form (S, u, 2). 
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Since IX] = i1, and since the form of the letters in an alphabet is unim- 
portant, we have actually proved the following. 
COROLLARY 13. Let S be an alphabet with [Z:] >~ 11. Then ULCP z and 
UCPz are NP-complete. 
At last we want to improve Corollary 13 to alphabets X of smaller car- 
dinality. For doing so we use the following way of encoding an alphabet Z: 
with [Z'[ =r~>3 in {0, 1}*. 
Let Z= {al, a~ ..... a~}. Define an encoding morphism ~b: £'* ~ {0, 1}* by 
~b(ai) = 10/10 ~+ 1-i for all i=  1,..., r. 
Obviously, for all a~, a~ ~ S, ~b(a;) and ~b(a~) do not overlap. Hence, when S 
is a Church-Rosser Thue system over L', then S~ = {(~b(l), ~b(r)) ] (1, r)~ S} 
is a Church-Rosser Thue system over {0, 1 }. In particular, for all u, v ~ S*, 
u ~*  v if and only if ~b(u) ~*~ ~,b(v). What we need here is the following 
property of this encoding: 
LEMMA 14. Let S be a Church-Rosser Thue system over Z, and let 
u, v ~ ~*. Then u ~ ~ v if and only if qk(u) ~ ~ ()(v). 
Proof If u ~ ~ v then there exists a string w ~ Z'* such that uw ~*  wv 
implying ~b(u) ~b(w) ,--~*~ b(w) ~b(v). Thus, ~b(u) ~ ~ ~b(v). 
Conversely, assume .that ~b(u)~s~ b(v) implying that ()(u)w ~*~ w~(v) 
for some string w in {0, 1}*. If w=~b(x) for some x ES*, then 
~b(u) ~b(x) ~*~ ~b(x) ~b(v) implying ux ~*  xv. Hence, u ~ ~ v. Finally, assume 
that w¢~b(S*). Since ( ) (u )w~o w()(v), and since S o is Church-Rosser 
also, there is some y in {0, 1}* such that ~b(u)w ~*~ y and wq~(v) ~*~ y. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ~b(u), ~b(v), and w are 
irreducible modulo S~. Since w¢(~(X*), W=WlW2 with wle~(X*)  and 
w2 ¢ ~b(S). {0, 1 }* such that ~b(u)Wl ~*~ Yl and y = Yl w2. Analogously, 
w=w3w4 with w3¢ {0, 1}*.~b(Z) and w4e()(2*) such that w4~b(v)~*~Y4 
and y= w3Y4. Of course, Yl, y4 ~ ~b(Z'*). 
Since wlWz=W=W3W4 with w~,w4~(~(£*), w2¢~(S) '{0 ,1}*  and 
w3¢{0,1}*.~b(Z~), we have w3=wlws and w2=wsw4 for some 
ws ~ {0, 1 }* neither beginning nor ending with a string from ~b(S). Hence, 
y~ w5 w4 = Yl w~ = w3 Y4 = Wl W5 Y4" This implies y~ = Wl and w4 = Y4, since 
* ~"" W1W4~(V ) y~, w4, wl, Y4 e ~b(S*). Thus, ~b(u) w~ w4 ~*~ y~ w4 = w~ Y4 s~ 
with w~w4e~b(Z'* ). As before this implies u ~v .  | 
By applying an encoding of the above form to So~ {d} we get 
U(L)CPz0~ {a} ~<Pm U(L)CP{o.~}' Hence, Theorems 10 and 12 imply 
THEOREM 15. Let S be an alphabet with ]Z'[ ~>2. Then ULCPz and 
UCP z are NP-eomplete. 
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This contrasts with the following result mentioned already in the 
paragraph following Corollary 6. 
THEOREM 16. Let X be an alphabet with IXI = 1. Then the sets ULCPx  
and UCP z are in P, i.e., their membership roblems are tractable. 
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